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THE EALA SPEAKER ADDRESS-
ING One OF THE SID  INFORMA-
TION SESSSIONS ON THE
NEWLY PRODUCED  STATE OF
INEQUALITIES  IN  EAC RE-
PORT

Tanzanian NGOs try to walking their talk
The Tanzania National Council of Non
-governmental Organization
(NACONGO) which is the body
charged with statutory  powers of coor-
dinating and enforcing NGO Code of
Ethics in Tanzania goes to the polls
next month (August 2016).

The elections which will be conducted
in a very democratic manner will start
with elections of NACONGO District
Representatives on 11th August
2016,and then the Regional/
Provisional Representatives on 17th
August 2016 and finally the National
Representatives on 23rd August 2016.

According to the General Secretary of
NACONGO Mr. Ismail Suleiman co-
ordination of the elections will be done
by Regional NGO networks at the

Regional Level, District CSO Networks
at the District Level and NACONGO
Governing Council at the National
Level.

The process will also be witnessed by
Government NGO regulators at all
levels. The national level by the NGO
Registrars Office, at the Regional level
by the Regional Development Officers
and at District level by the District
Development Officers.

The move comes at a time when Tan-
zanian NGOs have been blamed by the
Government for not abiding by their
own code of conduct and the account-
ability mechanism which they have set
for themselves. This has in the recent
past led to the deregistration of 109
NGOs.

Society for International Develop-
ment SID’s  East Africa Office
recently report on the state of ine-
qualities has noted that small-
holder farmers have become more
miserable than ever before.

Termed “considering misery”, a
report on the state of ine-
qualities in the EAC has
noted that small-holder
farmer have been affect
more by the inequalities. The
report was recently launched
by the Society International
Development (SID) East
African Office.

The report opens by stating
that  despite EAC economy
growing at an average of 6%
the gains from the growth
has been accompanied by
inequalities across all EAC
states.

The SID  report points to

evidence that very few East-
Africans have participated in
the economic growth or
benefit from the fruits of the
growth as an indicator   of
the so rife inequalities.

The report also notes that
inequalities exist because of
weak institutions of distribu-
tion of power in the EAC
states.

Shading light on the possibil-
ity of discovery of oil and
increased extractives activity
in EAC to alley the inequali-
ties the SID report states that
“this depends on the choices
that leaders are willing to
make, whether they are will-
ing to take bold steps to re-
configure  architecture to
ensure that all citizens of the
region benefit from growth.

As indication of increased

inequalities in the EAC the
report points to intensified
misery of farmers as another
indicator of increased ine-
qualities brought about by
the diversified outputs and
exports which have lead to
agriculture falling in terms of
its contribution to economic
growth. “ The largest con-
tributors are now construc-
tion, transportation, whole-
sale trade, manufacturing and
mining”, notes the SID State
of Inequalities in EAC Re-
port.

According to the report this
is alarming because agricul-
ture still remains the largest
employer in the EAC Region
and also notes that agricul-
ture has been the most ne-
glected sector in EAC in tat
only limited efforts to sup-
port and sustain small-family

-farmers have been taken. As
such agriculture in the EAC
remains an unattractive a
career option for young peo-
ple therefore the sector is
characterized by an aging
work force, use of rudimen-
tal technologies and is very
susceptible to climate
change.
Continued on page three
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Following late disbursement of funds earmarked for the consultations by the funder Commonwealth Foundation
EACSOF-TZ has postponed the earlier announced constitutional consultations to September. However, other chap-
ters of EACSOF in the region have progressed with the consultations using their own funding.
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Consultations on the EACSOF Regional Constitution postponed to September

CALENDER OF EVENTS
IN EAC INTEGRATION

Foundation for Civil Society launches radio programmes of  EAC Integration

The foundation for Civil Society (FCS) with the support of Trade Mark East Africa have in the recent passed launched
a radio talk-show in which EAC CSO facilitators are informing the public about the trends and wont in the EAC. The
main aim is to increase the civic voice on the integration agenda. We urge all organisations and individuals to take
part in the  interactive talk-shows so as to add your opinion to this avenue of  adding citizens  voices to the discourse
on  EAC integration.

The annual EAC Secretary General’s Forum which is the epitome of the consultative dialogue framework which starts
by individual CSOs and PSO consultations, and is followed by National Consultations which involve Government,
CSOs and PSOs  and a regional wide forum in which the SG is present to respond to the questions which PSOs,
CSOs an Government may have regarding issues of particular concerned that year.

Owning to the fact that the Forum did not take place last year and instead it tool place early this years the EAC has
indicated that the Forum will be held later in December so as to allow for space between the two Forums. The date and
venue for the SG Forum will be communicated to you soon. However, the theme and sub-themes for the SG Forum
remain the same unless their are very major issues which members of the Tanzania CSOs fraternity have they can be
channelled to the Coordinator of EACSOF-TZ so that they can be included in the themes.

In this light the Tanzanian consultations on the SG Forum will also be postponed to a date in October which will be
communicated to you in the next issue of the Chronicles.

EAC Secretary General’s Forum slated for December 2016

EACSOF Tanzania will at the end of August be holding a meeting with the Foreign Affairs Ministry to rekindle rela-
tionship which have not been that vibrant since the reformation of the Ministry  after the coming into power of President
John Pombe Jospth Magufuli. We would be grateful if members of the CSOs fraternity would in the next one week fur-
nish us with information regarding what issues they would like included on the agenda. You can send the  comments
and issue to the EACSOF address which is written below on this page.

EACSOF-TZ to visit Foreign Affairs Ministry August 2016

EACSOF Tanzania, C/O Box 31147 Dar Es Salaam, Physical Location (Mabatini Road Kijitonyama (TANGO Offices),
Email: eacsoftz@gmail.com , Cell Phone: +255654225353 Editors

Zaa Twalangeti-Author/Editor, Martina Kabisama-Editor Tepani Ngunga –Editor



The report also notes that the loudly-sang song by EAC leaders of wanting farmers to take advantage of opportunities brought about
by EAC integration can only be actualized if the leaders put in place functional infrastructure network that connects producers to mar-
kets; that allows them not only to transport their goods, but also reduces spoilage during transit times.

The SID Report also states that the newly revamped corridors in the EAC have not had impact on the immediate fortunes of small-
holders farmers in EAC, noting that there is skepticism that the corridors have become “power corridor” in that they favor a few at the
expense of the majority (in Tanzania large scale farmers).

The report also comments of the state of farmers benefiting from the EAC agri-trade regime when if notes that despite the progress
regarding integration of small-holder farmers in EAC trade regime still there are a number of formal barriers that make it difficult for
small-holder farmers to participate in the EAC market.

SID state of inequalities report 2016 story continued from page 1
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The NGO Council elections are important for the progress of
EACSOF Tanzania because NGOs constitute 80% of civil soci-
ety Organizations operating in Tanzania.

In fact Section 25 (1) (2) of the NGO Act No.24 of 2002 which
says “ the purpose of NACONGO is to coordinate and network
all NGOs operating in Tanzania”. The NGO Act also charges
NACONGO will the responsibility of self-regulation of the
NGOs, undertaking capacity building and representation of and
ensuring ethical conduct and that NGOs abide by the NGO Act
and other national laws that government the CSOs and NGO
Sectors..

This election is even more crucial because recent years have seen
a weak coordination of the NGO Sector in Tanzania because of a
number of factors primly the encroachment of the NGO Coordi-
nation space by illegitimate interests of mostly donor funded or-
ganizations which have forcefully taken the coordination function
of NGOs in Tanzania.

Secondly the same forces have mud-smeared NACONGO in the
donor cycles so as to maintain their forcefully acquired coordina-
tion role. EACSOF-Tanzania therefore calls upon the genuine
NGOs from the District level to context in the coming NA-
CONGO elections so as to regain the sectors confidence in our
own home grown NGO coordination mechanism.

This is important because  it is only through NACONGO that
Tanzanian NGOs can have a say on the direction and wont in the
NGO Sector which has in recent years witnessed a situation were
the NGO agenda is determined by the donors and grant-makers
and  local NGOs do not have much say on the development pri-
orities.

It is by having a strong and independent NACONGO one which
is not only independent of Government but also of the influence

of donors, that NACONGO can play its role of ensuring that
each actor in the NGO sector abides by the purpose which is
stipulated in their constitutions or articles of association.

EACSOF Tanzania urges local and sub-national NGOs to take
this chance of making NACONGO the true coordination, buffer,
and representative organization which  will mitigate current multi
-sector muzzling of the Tanzania NGO sector.

NACONGO Polls story continued from page 1

“ THE NACONGO GENARAL SERCRETARTY MR. IS-
MAIL SULEIMAN HAS SAID DESPITE LIMITED FUNDS

THE COUNCIL IS GOING AHEAD TO HOLD ELEC-
TIONS.

SULIMAN HAS ALSO MADE A PASSIONATE PLEE TO
SUB-NATIONAL LEVL NGOs NOT TO BE INFLU-

ENCED BY ANYOME AS THEY CHOOSE THEIR REP-
RESENTATIVES TO SERVE ON THE COUNCIL

“ WE WANT TO PUT IN PLACE AN NGO COUNCIL
WHICH WILL PLAY ITS COORDIVATION AND NGO
REGULATORY ROLE EFFECTIVELY SO AS TO EN-

SURE AN ENABLING ENVIRONMENT FOR TANZA-
NIAN NGOS” STRESSED SULIEMAN”.



READERS COMMENTS

EACSOF TANZANIA  CHAPTER NEWS BULLETIN

Thank you for sharing the EACSOF Tanzania
newsletter.

Having read it a moment ago, and being very keen
both personally and professionally in the EAC, I
had a few queries and thoughts on it

1. When is the next SG Dialogue scheduled and
where will it take place?

2. Twaweza has an unrivaled store of data on
education, and other socio-economic variables in
the three founding EAC countries. The insight
that emerges from this data has implications for at
least the first two themes of the SG’s Forum. I
hope we may be offered an opportunity to share
the data and the insights at the Forum. We would
also be happy to disseminate some exciting data
visualizations for the Tanzanian and regional CSO
community to use.

3. Brexit will affect all CSOs receiving funding
in GBP from the UK government or other UK
sources. The GBP has lost 20% of its value
against the USD in the past month. Twaweza has
been affected as we are recipients of DfID grant
funds.

Furthermore, given Twaweza’s work in both edu-
cation and open government, both of which are
deeply relevant to the EAC regional integration
process, I would like to register Twaweza’s inter-
est in joining the EACSOF Tanzania Chapter as a
full member.

Aidan Eyakuze | Executive Director
Twaweza East Africa

Editors comments
Dear Mr. Eyakuze we are in agreement with
your thoughts on the Brexit. As for the EAC SG
Forum the event is slated for December. Re-
garding the data on education EACSOF Tanza-
nia will be very grateful if you wrote an official
request so that we can add that issues on the Re-
gional Programme. We have also sent you mem-
bership forms and other details regarding mem-
bership.

USAID has recently announced that it has spent $350m (TSH 770 bil-
lion) on agriculture sector development in Tanzania for the last five
years.

USAID further aims to advance contemporary technological farming
methods with focusing on rice, maize and horticulture and provision of
extension training to small farmers across the country. The announced
was made at the launch of the nationwide campaign known as
“Kumekucha” radio drama that will highlight the role women and
youth in contributing to the Tanzania’s food security, by the UAID
Director of Economic Growth Randy Chester.

“The weekly radio serial drama, Kumekucha, will take audiences on a
stimulating audio journey into the world of small scale farmers in the
Southern Agricultural Growth Corridor of Tanzania (SAGCOT) corri-
dor and will focus on the roles of women and youth in agriculture,”
hinted the USAID Director. The program will be aired on the follow-
ing community radios Radio Free Africa, Abood FM (Morogoro), Eb-
ony FM (Iringa) and Bomba FM (Mbeya).

EACSOF Tanzania seeks an honest reflection by facilitators of small-
holder farmer's engagement in the regional and global trade regime as
to how effective the USAID approaches especially the one on radio
advocacy have been on the efforts to make Tanzanian small-holder
farmers gain more from agri-investment in the southern corridor.

Our concern is largely due to the fact that Tanzania’s agricultural sector
is a key driver of social and economic development in Tanzania, gener-
ating 25 % of GDP and 25 % of exports, therefore any support or in-
vestment in agriculture should be so done as to add value to the sector.

To CSOs which foster greater farmer’s benefits from the agri-
investment most of which have been mentioned as having taken part
the design of radio program  among the Tanzania Food and Nutrition
Center (TFNC), Tanzania Horticultural Association (TAHA), Land O’
Lakes, RUDI, The Rice Council of Tanzania, Technoserve, ANSAF
(Non State Action Forum) and AMSHA (Youth in Agribusiness Fo-
rum) the question is to what extent have they  been able to deliberate
with such partners as USAID ways of how to alley the side effects of
SAGCOT which have been in terms of land-grabbing and alienation of
the people from their native lands?

The question is fundamentally how are the interests on local small-
holder farmers being protected as  such agencies as USAID promote
policies that provide an enabling environment for private sector invest-
ment in agriculture, create more consistent trade policies, assist in the
implementation of more gender equitable policies, and enable the im-
plementation of key nutritional interventions.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT



PROFILE: V4Y fostering youth integration in EAC process!
Located in Arusha in the vicinity of the EAC Vision for Youth (V4Y) is an all inclusive youth organization which promotes sexual repro-
ductive health rights and entrepreneurship and life skills among youths of all walks of life. Overall and above the life skills V4Y also fos-
ters greater youth engagement in the governance and democratic process in Tanzania  and the EAC through its civic engagement Pro-
gramme.  The target groups of V4Y are all youth aged between 15 – 35 years no matter they are in schools or not. This has earned V4Y
the credit of being a key EAC partner on the EAC youth Ambassadorship  Programme.

Among the key engagements of V4Y have been a project termed “Raising the Flag” which a youth initiative to sensitize and
create awareness to secondary schools about the existence and functioning of the EAC. Through this initiative V4Y has involved young
people in EAC integration Agenda and has encouraged the youth to think of being the drivers and beneficiaries of the EAC integration
opportunities.

V4Y has for three years in a roll also profiled and raised awareness on the UN International Youth Day. The profile raising
has been done by way of collaboration with Arusha City Council and the EAC Secretariat in facilitating young people to en-
gage in voluntary activities among them planting trees, cleaning public areas such as Hospital and the Central bus terminal,
Voluntary Blood test and donation and public hearing on themes related to the plight of the youth. The most recent topic
was on whether the Current East Africa Community is  it relevant to Tanzanian Youth?

As has been mentioned earlier V4Y is an all inclusive youth organization therefore it plays the coordination role and bring together other
youth organizations such  as  Farm Radio International, Mviwata, The Foundation for Tomorrow, Gydo, Jvft, Moyo Wa Africa, Vodec,
Aspire Tanzania, Besomeone NYC, and AA Group Arusha to mention a few.

In order to promote across learning and networking the V4Y has often organized engagements which are held at the East Africa HQ and
also include youth from other EAC countries. The most  recent engagement was in 2016 and was attended by 400 youths who deliberated
the theme, ‘’Youth with Mental Health Issues” under the banner theme “Mental Health Matters”. The V4Y youth day engagements
are preceded by monthly public outreach on that year’s theme this is done by pick-backing on various events and forums, however the
key outreach avenue has been through farm radio broadcasts.

V4Y has also played a crucial role in bring together EAC youths to engage in the development and governance discourse of the EAC this
was in term of co-hosting in collaboration with Ms-TCDC the East Africa Youth Governance Festival in November 2014.  The festi-
val which brought together representatives of major youth coalitions and networks in the EAC covered the topics of leadership and gov-
ernance, entrepreneurship, sports, art and culture and social enterprise.

The Youth Governance Festival was a prep-event for the first EAC Youth Conference which took place in December 2014 which was
jointly organized by V4Y and EAC HQ. The Conference was held in Arusha and was attended by 200 youth from across the EAC. The
theme of the conference was ‘’EAC Youth; Think, Speak and Participate’’. The conference also provided a platform for youth to meet, dis-
cuss and strategize on their effective participation in the East African community integration agenda. The youth deliberated on the
themes of entrepreneurship, employment, skills development and Innovation, leadership, Governance, Peace Building, Human Rights
and conflict Management, creativity, expression and transformation. The conference also dealt with the issues of youth and sexual repro-
ductive health and substance abuse and youth, environment, climate change adaptation and mitigation.

V4Y has also been in involved in the EAC and SADC ILO regional strategic planning meeting of the entrepreneurship strategy
for the youth for the two regional grouping. Further V4Y has organized students visits to the EAC HQ and has also organ-
ized essay competitions in which students are asked to explain the benefits of the EAC integration and how youth can access
these benefits. This is coupled with visits to Universities to explain the importance of the EAC.V4Y has also included the
youth perspective to such forums as the “Zinduka Festival.”.

By these engagements V4Y has learnt that biggest hindrance to Tanzanian youth’s effective engagement in the EAC process
is information and fear of youth from other EAC countries such as Kenya.  V4Y also learnt that youth face another challenge
which is in terms of participation in that young people are rarely invited to EAC meetings and that there are no formal sys-
tems to ensure that youth participate in the EAC processes especially youth who are out of school. This makes the youth not
to be aware of the forums which exist in the EAC on which youth can air their views.

Further V4Y has learnt that young people do not know  the EAC policies which can benefit them, because the policies are
not brought to the communities or posted on the village and ward offices. According to V4Y it is even worse Tanzanian
youth lack awareness when Tanzania is the country trailing all EAC countries in terms of articulating a youth policy.


